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Here we explore light absorption by snowpack containing black carbon (BC) particles
residing within ice grains. Basic considerations of particle volumes and BC/snow mass
concentrations show that there are generally 0.05–109 BC particles for each ice grain.
This suggests that internal BC is likely distributed as multiple inclusions within ice
grains, and thus the dynamic effective medium approximation (DEMA) (Chýlek and Srivastava, 1983) is a more appropriate optical representation for BC/ice composites than
coated-sphere or standard mixing approximations. DEMA calculations show that the
460 nm absorption cross-section of BC/ice composites, normalized to the mass of BC,
is typically enhanced by factors of 1.8–2.1 relative to interstitial BC. BC effective radius
is the dominant cause of variation in this enhancement, compared with ice grain size
and BC volume fraction. We apply two atmospheric aerosol models that simulate interstitial and within-hydrometeor BC lifecycles. Although only ∼2 % of the atmospheric
BC burden is cloud-borne, 71–83 % of the BC deposited to global snow and sea-ice
surfaces occurs within hydrometeors. Key processes responsible for within-snow BC
deposition are development of hydrophilic coatings on BC, activation of liquid droplets,
and subsequent snow formation through riming or ice nucleation by other species and
aggregation/accretion of ice particles. Applying deposition fields from these aerosol
models in offline snow and sea-ice simulations, we calculate that 32–73 % of BC in
global surface snow resides within ice grains. This fraction is smaller than the withinhydrometeor deposition fraction because meltwater flux preferentially removes internal
BC, while sublimation and freezing within snowpack expose internal BC. Incorporating
the DEMA into a global climate model, we simulate increases in BC/snow radiative
forcing of 43–86 %, relative to scenarios that apply external optical properties to all BC.
We show that snow metamorphism driven by diffusive vapor transfer likely proceeds too
slowly to alter the mass of internal BC while it is radiatively active, but neglected processes like wind pumping and convection may play much larger roles. These results
suggest that a large portion of BC in surface snowpack may reside within ice grains
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Several recent modeling studies have estimated the global radiative forcing caused
by black carbon (BC) deposited to snow and sea-ice (Hansen and Nazarenko, 2004;
Jacobson, 2004; Hansen et al., 2005; Flanner et al., 2007, 2009; Koch et al., 2009a;
Rypdal et al., 2009; Skeie et al., 2011). Sources of uncertainty and variability in this
forcing include the distribution of BC deposition, particle optical properties, ice effective
grain size, meltwater scavenging efficiency, snow coverage, and coincident absorption
by other impurities such as dust (e.g., Flanner et al., 2007). The absorptivity of BC
is governed by its refractive index, shape, porosity, and mixing state with other material (e.g., Bohren and Huffman, 1983), and varies by roughly 2-fold depending on
whether it resides within or external to ice grains (e.g., Chýlek et al., 1983). Of global
BC/snow studies, only Jacobson (2004) considered internal BC/ice mixing, achieved by
partitioning BC into components residing external to ice grains and as large individual
cores enclosed by ice shells. Some studies have treated hydrophilic BC as sulfatecoated (Flanner et al., 2007, 2009; Aoki et al., 2011; Yasunari et al., 2011), producing
a ∼50 % increase in mass-normalized absorption that may mimic the effect of ice coatings. However, no global studies have included the influence of polydisperse BC within
ice grains, a more realistic scenario explored here.
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and increase BC/snow radiative forcing, although measurements to evaluate this are
lacking. Finally, previous studies of BC/snow forcing that neglected this absorption
enhancement are not necessarily biased low, because of application of absorptionenhancing sulfate coatings to hydrophilic BC, neglect of coincident absorption by dust
in snow, and implicit treatment of cloud-borne BC resulting in longer-range transport.
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It has been known for considerable time that light-absorbing particles can absorb
more radiation when they are mixed or coated with weakly-absorbing material (e.g.,
Maxwell Garnett, 1904; Ackerman and Toon, 1981). This happens for multiple reasons. The mass absorption cross-section (ka , or specific absorption cross-section) of
a small particle increases with increasing refractive index (m) of the bulk medium surrounding it (Bohren and Huffman, 1983; Bohren, 1986). For example, 550 nm ka of
a BC particle with radius 20 nm and refractive index m = 1.95 + 0.79 i is 52 % larger
−9
when residing in ice (m = 1.31 + 2.3 × 10 i ) than air. (Mie solutions show, however
that ∂ka /∂m becomes smaller or negative with larger particle sizes and refractive index
of the medium). Internal reflections also increase actinic flux within weakly-absorbing
particles. Because of these effects, the photon density within a spherical host is roughly
proportional to the square of its refractive index (Fuller et al., 1999). Additionally, radiation is focused near the center of weakly-absorbing spheres (Ackerman and Toon,
1981; Bohren, 1986), enabling further absorption enhancement from inclusions that
happen to reside near the center of the composite. Internally-mixed constituents may
exist as solitary or multiple inclusions. The former may be represented with coatedsphere or eccentric spherical inclusion models (e.g., Videen et al., 1994; Fuller, 1995),
while the latter is better approximated with effective medium models.
Numerous studies have explored the optics of BC residing within cloud droplets and
ice particles (e.g., Danielsen et al., 1969; Chýlek et al., 1984, 1996; Fuller, 1995;
Videen and Chýlek, 1998; Chuang et al., 2002; Jacobson, 2006; Liou et al., 2011),
with mean estimates of absorption enhancement ranging from factors of 1.5–3, depending on the hydrometeor size and shape, inclusion optical properties, inclusion size
distribution, spatial distribution of inclusions within the hydrometeor, and model representation. Although enhancement can exceed a factor of 20 for inclusions near the
droplet surface and along certain axes relative to incident light, orientation-averaged
enhancement for near-surface inclusions is actually smaller than that for randomly- or
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centrally-located inclusions (Chýlek et al., 1996; Fuller et al., 1999). Warren (1982)
recognized that internal BC/ice mixing would increase absorption by snowpack, but
acknowledged a lack of measurements showing that a substantial portion of BC exists
within snow grains. Chýlek et al. (1984) applied the dynamic effective medium approximation (DEMA) developed by Stroud and Pan (1978) and Chýlek and Srivastava (1983)
to quantify absorption by BC within snow grains, which have diameters 1–2 orders of
magnitude larger than cloud hydrometeors. For an ice grain radius of 100 µm and
monodisperse BC size distribution, they calculated an absorption enhancement factor
of about 1.7 for realistic BC volume fractions, and cited BC particle size distribution as
the largest source of uncertainty, a result we re-affirm here. Liou et al. (2011) explored
the optical properties of solitary BC inclusions within three different ice habits, showing
an average absorption enhancement of about 1.9 that was insensitive to ice shape.
Particles attached to the outside of weakly-absorbing spheres cause enhancements
that are negligible to weak (∼1.0–1.3) (e.g., Fuller et al., 1999; Liou et al., 2011).
The DEMA, a type of extended effective medium approximation, accommodates,
within limits described later, randomly-located internal inclusions with any size distribution and number concentration. Thus it is more flexible than the coated-sphere
(single inclusion) model or Maxwell-Garnett and Bruggeman mixing approximations,
which assume homogeneous mixing of inclusions at the infinitesimal scale. With this
flexibility the DEMA can more accurately describe the expected BC/ice mixing state,
which is of multiple BC inclusions (potentially of different sizes) contained within individual ice grains. Here, we build on Chýlek et al. (1984) by (1) applying the DEMA
to quantify absorption enhancement over broad ranges of ice and BC size distributions expected for snowpack, (2) using these optical calculations in a column snow
radiation model, and (3) incorporating a parameterization of the DEMA into a global
snow/aerosol/climate model to quantify the enhancement in radiative forcing caused
by internal BC/ice mixing.
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The net influence on radiative forcing caused by this enhancement obviously depends
on the proportion of BC that exists internal to ice grains, but there are very few snowpack measurements to inform on this. Observations have found hundreds to thousands
of solid aerosol particles within and attached to falling snow crystals at the south pole
(Kumai, 1976) and Sapporo Japan (Magono et al., 1979). Aerosols collected at the
south pole were mostly clay minerals, whereas those in Japan were believed to be
largely “carbon black” and also dust. Aoki et al. (2000) examined ice grains collected
in a snowpack near Hokkaido Japan with a scanning electron microscope (SEM) and
reported that most of the impurities existed external to the snow grains. Based on the
vertical profiles of impurities and snowfall timeseries, however, they also concluded that
most impurities were deposited through dry processes (and hence externally to snow
grains), which is expected given the proximity of BC and soil dust sources to the measurement site. Spaulding et al. (2011), also using an SEM, observed large insoluble
impurities, likely originating from dust, within firn/ice grains 30–90 m deep in Antarctic
ice cores. Cullen and Baker (2001) and Rosenthal et al. (2007) have observed ringlike filaments on the boundaries between snow grains, but these do not appear to be
related to BC.
BC can enter into ice hydrometeors through several different mechanisms, as depicted in Fig. 1. Like most particles, BC nucleates ice very poorly via direct deposition of vapor (e.g., Dymarska et al., 2006), so most relevant mechanisms involve
liquid water. Most emitted BC is hydrophobic (e.g., Niessner et al., 1990) and hence a
poor nucleator of cloud droplets. Observations show, however, that BC rapidly “ages”
through condensation of sulfuric acid and semi-volatile organics on the BC particle, and
through coagulation with other (BC and non-BC) aerosols. Very thin coatings of condensed sulfate dramatically increase the hygroscopicity of the particle and allow it to
activate cloud hydrometeors. After cloud droplets are nucleated by aged BC and other
species, they can freeze through several mechanisms. First, droplets with sizes typical
of those in clouds will freeze homogeneously when the air cools to around −40 ◦ C (e.g.,
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Rogers and Yau, 1994). Second, droplets freeze through heterogeneous ice nucleation
at much warmer temperatures. In contact nucleation, particles encounter supercooled
droplets through Brownian diffusion and initiate freezing upon contact with the surface
of the droplet. Efficient ice contact nucleators include certain dust minerals (e.g., kaolinite), metal oxides, bacteria species, and organic molecules (e.g., cholesterol) (e.g.
Houghton, 1985). Inefficient contact nucleation by BC may be partially compensated
for by relatively large number concentrations. In immersion nucleation, supercooled
droplets freeze after a nucleator encounters and becomes immersed within the droplet.
BC may act as an ice immersion nucleator (DeMott et al., 1999; Gorbunov et al., 2001;
Möhler et al., 2005; Liu and Penner, 2005), although there is still considerable uncertainty regarding this. Aircraft measurements have found carbonaceous material acting
as ice nucleators (Chen et al., 1998) and laboratory studies indicate that sulfate-coated
◦
BC nucleates ice at temperatures warmer than −40 C and at lower relative humidity
than that needed for homogeneous nucleation of pure sulfuric acid (DeMott et al., 1999;
Möhler et al., 2005), suggesting a relatively more important role for the sulfate-coated
BC. Biomass burning aerosols, however, are found to be poor heterogeneous ice nu◦
cleators at temperatures between −45 and −60 C (DeMott et al., 2009). In summary,
heterogeneous ice nucleation by non-BC aerosols may entrain much more BC into ice
(by freezing droplets already containing BC) than mechanisms where BC serves as the
source of ice nucleation.
Cloud ice crystals containing BC become part of ice precipitation through aggregation of ice crystals, accretion by existing snowflakes and ice hydrometeors, and by
diffusive vapor growth through the Bergeron-Findeisen process, where ice crystals
grow at the expense of liquid droplets because of the phase dependency of saturation vapor pressure. Liquid cloud droplets containing BC can also become part of ice
precipitation through homogeneous freezing of raindrops and through riming, where
snow crystals contact supercooled droplets, causing them to freeze on the ice hydrometeor. Of these processes, riming, aggregation, and accretion may cause multiple BC
inclusions to exist within a single precipitation hydrometeor because they merge tens
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to thousands of cloud hydrometeors into a single particle. Conversely, ice crystals
grown into snowflakes through the Bergeron-Findeisen process may only contain solitary inclusions, since growth occurs through vapor diffusion. Observations suggest
this process plays an important role in some mixed-phase clouds (e.g. Cozic et al.,
2007). Hegg et al. (2011) provide, along with informative discussion on BC deposition
processes, strong observational evidence that riming is the primary cause for high BC
washout from mixed-phase clouds over Svalbard during spring. BC deposition also
occurs external to precipitation hydrometeors. This occurs through (1) dry deposition
processes (sedimentation and turbulent mix-out), often the dominant sink of large particles near to emission sources, and (2) below-cloud scavenging, where particles are
collected by falling hydrometeors through Brownian motion, electrostatic forces, collision and impaction, but remain attached to the outside of the hydrometeors rather
than becoming internalized. Magono et al. (1979) measured very large concentrations
8
2
of attached aerosols on snowflakes (∼10 particles per cm of ice surface) and 2-fold
higher aerosol concentrations within rimed snow crystals, suggestive of both in-cloud
and below-cloud scavenging. Here, we apply two global atmosphere/aerosol models
that represent, with varying degrees of complexity, the activation and precipitation processes described above.
Finally, snowpack processes alter the BC/ice mixing state following surface deposition. Meltwater, in all likelihood, preferentially carries away internal impurities because
they are more likely to be hydrophilic and in contact with the water. Within snowpack,
H2 O molecules continuously sublimate from and re-deposit to snow grains (e.g., Sturm
and Benson, 1997). Sublimation exposes internal impurities, whereas vapor deposition
does not encase BC because the saturation vapor pressure of H2 O over ice is much
lower than over BC. Freezing of liquid water may also exclude impurities contained
within the water. All of these processes should decrease the amount of internal BC
with time, but their impacts on radiative forcing depend both on their rates and on the
local snowfall rate, since BC only exerts a significant radiative impact while it is near
the surface. We explore these processes with global sensitivity studies.
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We calculate BC and ice particle optical properties using several different techniques.
We apply the Mie and coated-sphere (or core-shell) approximations published by
Bohren and Huffman (1983) (routines BHMIE and BHCOAT) to derive extinction, scattering and absorption efficiencies, and scattering asymmetry parameters. We apply
different effective medium approximations to produce refractive indices for BC/ice aggregates that we then use with BHMIE to produce particle optical properties.
The dynamic effective medium approximation (DEMA) (Stroud and Pan, 1978;
Chýlek and Srivastava, 1983) treats polydisperse, randomly-located internal inclusions
of any size distribution. Chýlek and Srivastava (1983) developed unique frameworks for
representing this polydispersion either as an aggregate structure (isolated inclusions)
or as separated grains (layered spheres), and show that these representations can
simplify, respectively, to the Bruggeman and Maxwell-Garnett effective approximations
in the case of infinitesimally small inclusions. In general, effective medium approximations are only applicable when:
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After describing our methods (Sect. 2), we discuss the sensitivity of light absorption
by BC/ice composites to particle size distributions, volume fraction, and mixing approximation (Sects. 3.1–3.5). We then apply optical properties derived from the DEMA to
quantify column albedo changes using a radiative transfer model (Sect. 3.6). We conclude with results from global sensitivity studies (Sects. 3.7–3.8), finding an enhancement in BC/snow radiative forcing of 32–73 % due to internal mixing with ice. Finally,
we note that this study focuses on BC, but many of the results and arguments also apply to mineral dust, which dominates snowpack light absorption in some environments
(e.g., Painter et al., 2010).
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where mn is the complex refractive index of the inclusion, r is the inclusion radius,
and λ is the wavelength of interacting radiation. This criteria is not met for typical BC
sizes. Extended effective medium approximations, such as the DEMA, can be applied to situations where |mn 2πr| approaches λ, therefore accommodating inclusions
that are of similar size as λ (Mishchenko et al., 2000). Most BC particles are small
enough to fall within the extended domain of applicability, but larger particles in lognormal size distributions do not. Inclusions of similar size as λ can produce magnetic
dipoles and a composite relative permeability (µ) different from one, introducing errors
in composite refractive index and Mie calculations that assume permeability of free
space (Bohren, 1986). Subsequent studies, however, showed that the DEMA more
accurately predicts the absorption efficiency of small water droplets containing BC inclusions than the Maxwell-Garnett and Bruggeman approximations, when compared
with exact theoretical solutions for single arbitrarily-located inclusions (Videen et al.,
1994), and when compared against calculations with a discrete dipole approximation
for multiple BC inclusions (Mishchenko et al., 2000).
Chýlek et al. (1983) recommend the aggregate structure framework as more appropriate for BC in snow because the inclusions are more likely to be separated from one
another at low volume fractions. In this case, the effective dielectric constant of the
composite () can be solved for iteratively with the following set of equations (Chýlek
et al., 1983, 1984; Videen and Chýlek, 1998):

|

5

(1)
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We also applied the Maxwell-Garnett mixing approximation, but over the domains
explored in this study we found such close agreement between the Maxwell-Garnett
and Bruggeman approximations that we only report Bruggeman solutions. This is a
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where nm is the real component of the matrix refractive index. The choice of p
should be larger than the size parameter x, where Bohren and Huffman (1983) sug1/3
gest p = x + 4x + 2. We apply a secant method to iteratively solve Eqs. (2–4), and
−12
typically converge to within 10
of equality with 8 iterations or less. In the limit of
infinitesimally small inclusions (r → 0), the solution for  reduces to the Bruggeman
approximation, as shown by Chýlek et al. (1984):
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ber concentration is N(r) (units of # m−3 per radius interval dr, or # m−4 ), and is thus
related to the volume fraction V as:
Z
V = 4π/3 N(r)r 3 dr
(5)
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Here, V is the volume fraction of the inclusions, m is the dielectric constant of the matrix (ice, in our case), b is the dielectric constant of the inclusions (BC) and ap (r,b /)
and bp (r,b /) are the Mie partial wave scattering terms for inclusions with radius r
and dielectric constant b , residing in the composite (ice + BC) material characterized
with . Solutions for ap and bp are obtained iteratively with BHMIE. The inclusion num-
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where kbi is the mass absorption cross-section of a composite ice/BC particle (normalized to the combined mass of BC and ice), ki is the absorption cross-section of an
equal-sized pure-ice particle, and f is the mass fraction of BC: Mbc /(Mbc + Mice ). We
also report results in terms of an enhancement ratio (E ), which we define as the ratio
of kbc,int to kbc,ext for identical BC size distributions:
(10)

kbc,ext (rbc )
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Here, we characterize the size distribution of BC inclusions with the effective radius,
or surface-area weighted mean radius, of lognormal size distributions. Although the
DEMA accommodates any inclusion size distribution, including the gamma distributions originally used by Chýlek et al. (1983), more recent measurements characterize
BC size distributions with lognormal functions (e.g., Bond et al., 2006b).
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where σbi is the absorption cross-section of a composite particle containing ice and
BC, σi is the absorption cross-section of a pure ice particle with equal size (and shape)
as the composite, Mbc is the mass of BC within the composite particle, and we have
dropped the usual absorption subscript a for economy. For small mass fractions of
internally-mixed BC, or situations with similar inclusion and matrix densities:
kbc,int ≈
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general outcome for cases with small inclusions and volume fractions (Bohren and
Huffman, 1983).
We report several results in terms of the effective mass absorption cross-section of
internally-mixed BC (kbc,int ), which we define as:
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To study the influence of BC/ice mixing state on snow radiative forcing, we apply two
global atmospheric aerosol models to simulate and resolve the deposition of interstitial and within-hydrometeor BC. We then prescribe these deposition fields in “offline”
versions of the Community Land Model (CLM) and sea-ice (CICE) components of the
National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community Earth System Model
(CESM) version 1.0.3 (Gent et al., 2011, Hurrell et al., 2012). CLM includes the Snow,
Ice, and Aerosol Radiative (SNICAR) sub-model (Flanner et al., 2007, 2009; Oleson
et al., 2010), which we use to treat radiative effects of snow-deposited BC and other
aerosols. Aerosol transport and radiative influence within CICE are described by Holland et al. (2012) and Briegleb and Light (2007). These offline snow and sea-ice simulations facilitate deposition fields generated from multiple aerosol models, and are
also much less computationally expensive than coupled atmosphere-land-sea-ice simulations, enabling more sensitivity studies to be conducted (i.e., with varying BC size
distributions and snowpack processes).
We employ two aerosol models: (1) the modal aerosol model MAM7 (X. Liu et al.,
2011), which is embedded in the Community Atmosphere Model (CAM 5.1) component
of CESM, and (2) the University of Michigan IMPACT model. MAM7 resolves seven lognormal aerosol modes, keeping track of particle number concentration in each mode
and internally-mixed mass concentrations of BC, sulfate, sea salt, primary and secondary organic matter, soil dust, and ammonium. In MAM7-CAM5, aerosols interact with clouds through activation, transport, aqueous chemistry, and re-suspension,
thereby influencing the aerosol amounts that exist interstitially and within cloud hydrometeors (Easter et al., 2004; Ghan and Easter, 2006; Morrison and Gettelman,
2008; X. Liu et al., 2011). IMPACT simulates mass and number of pure sulfate aerosol
in 3 modes, BC and organic matter in a single sub-micron mode, and dust and sea
salt in 4 size bins (Liu et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2009). Thus, 12 separate or externally mixed aerosol types/sizes are followed. We applied an offline configuration of
IMPACT (Zhou et al., 2012) forced with hourly atmospheric states generated from two
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atmosphere models: the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) Atmosphere
Model 3 (AM3) (Donner et al., 2011) and CAM5. These prescribed atmospheric states
(including a variety of cloud, precipitation, and dynamical tendencies) influence aerosol
microphysics and cloud-borne/interstitial aerosol partitioning within IMPACT. Both atmospheric states were generated using climatological SSTs. We conducted two offline
aerosol simulations (IMPACT-AM3 and IMPACT-CAM5) each for two years and applied
the final year of BC deposition data in this study. The MAM7-CAM5 coupled atmosphere/aerosol simulation also applied present-day climatological SSTs and was run
for 4 yr, with the final three years averaged to obtain monthly-mean gridded surface
deposition fields.
In the CLM and CICE simulations driven with these deposition fields, the surfacedeposited masses of interstitial and within-hydrometeor BC enter the snowpack as,
respectively, externally- and internally-mixed BC with respect to snow grains. The concentrations of each species within each snow and sea-ice layer depend on deposition
rates, new snowfall, ice sublimation, meltwater flushing, and layer combinations and
divisions (Flanner et al., 2007; Oleson et al., 2010; Holland et al., 2012). For radiative
purposes, these models treat the snow/ice as an external mixture of pure ice grains,
two species of BC, and four species of dust. We scale kbc of the internally-mixed BC by
an enhancement ratio (Eq. 10) dependent on BC and snow effective radii, derived from
offline DEMA calculations described below, and retrieved online via a lookup table. Application of the enhancement ratio is justified later as a reasonable approach to account
for altered snowpack radiative transfer caused by internal mixing. A more realistic approach, but one which is less feasible for GCM application because of the large number
of advected species required, is to treat the snowpack as an external mixture of pure
ice particles, interstitial aerosols, and numerous BC-ice composite species. The number of composite species would need to be large enough to span the variability in ice
effective radius, inclusion size distribution and type, and internal volume fraction simulated by the model. This approach is adopted for offline radiative transfer calculations
discussed in Sect. 3.6, which shows that kbc,int and kbc,ext are good predictors of the
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change in snowpack albedo caused by BC, regardless of its mixing state with ice. Yet
another approach could be to treat volume mixing of ice and multiple internally-mixed
aerosol species in different size modes or bins, as done for optical treatment of hydrated aerosols in the atmosphere model (Ghan and Zaveri, 2007). In all experiments,
dust is radiatively active and hence decreases the forcing by BC (Flanner et al., 2009).
In MAM7-CAM5, all BC is emitted into the primary carbon mode, which also includes
primary organic matter (POM). BC ages into the accumulation mode through condensation of H2 SO4 and semi-volatile organics, and also through coagulation of aerosols
between the Aitken, primary carbon, and accumulation modes (Seinfeld and Pandis,
1998). We apply two modifications described by X. Liu et al. (2011) that improved the
simulated atmospheric BC distribution in remote regions like the Arctic, relative to observations (Schwarz et al., 2010). These modifications are: (1) increasing the threshold
from 3 to 8 monolayers of sulfate-equivalent coating on BC for it to transfer from the
primary carbon mode to the accumulation mode, and (2) decreasing the hygroscopicity
of POM from 0.1 to 0.0, which eliminates wet scavenging of primary carbon mode BC
(because of internal mixing with POM). Both changes reduce the fraction of BC residing within cloud hydrometeors, reduce the portion of atmospheric BC subject to wet
deposition, and increase the atmospheric residence time of BC. Once in the accumulation mode, aerosols become activated and subject to stratiform in-cloud scavenging
based on the local hygroscopicity and size distribution of the mode, and ambient temperature, pressure, and supersaturation (Abdul-Razzak and Ghan, 2000). Once it has
transferred to the accumulation mode, mixing with ambient sulfate, ammonium, organic
matter and sea-salt increases the activation rate of BC. In clouds at temperatures be◦
◦
tween −37 and 0 C, ice nucleation of liquid droplets, which may contain BC through
the activation described above, depends on temperature and supersaturation (Meyers
et al., 1992). In clouds colder than −37 ◦ C, ice nucleation follows Liu et al. (2007) and
Liu and Penner (2005), which includes homogeneous nucleation of sulfate and heterogeneous immersion nucleation caused by mineral dust. In IMPACT, the amount of BC
residing within hydrometeors is governed by its scavenging efficiency. This depends
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on temperature and the amount of sulfate accumulated on its surface via the following
three processes: (1) condensation of gaseous H2 SO4 , (2) sulfate produced by aqueous
phase oxidation of SO2 on the surface, and (3) coagulation with pure sulfate aerosols.
Above 0 ◦ C, the BC scavenging efficiency increases linearly from 0 to 1 as the sulfate coating thickness increases from 0 to 10 monolayers. Below 0 ◦ C, the scavenging
efficiency decreases linearly from its supra-freezing value to 0.1 as the temperature
◦
◦
◦
decreases from 0 C to −40 C, and is constant at 0.1 below −40 C.
Stratiform precipitation collects cloud-borne and interstitial aerosols through in-cloud
and below-cloud scavenging processes in both CAM5 (Barth et al., 2000; Rasch et al.,
2000; X. Liu et al., 2011), and IMPACT (Mari et al., 2001; Liu et al., 2001). The firstorder removal rate of cloud-borne aerosols equals the first-order removal rate of cloud
water/ice mass from precipitation, determined from cloud fraction and precipitation production profiles. Below-cloud scavenging removes interstitial aerosol through impaction
and Brownian motion, and depends on the wet scavenging efficiency, horizontal area
experiencing precipitation, and conversion rate of cloud condensate to precipitation.
We assume that aerosols removed through below-cloud wet deposition remain in the
interstitial (external) state upon deposition to snow. In CAM5, precipitation production includes riming, which can be effective at removing BC from mixed-phase clouds
(Hegg et al., 2011). In both models, cloud-borne aerosols become re-suspended into
the interstitial state through evaporation of cloud and precipitation. Both models also
treat convective scavenging, but this is less relevant for snow precipitation (only 1.5 %
of the precipitation over snow surfaces in CAM5 is derived from convection). Although
the models prognose surface deposition of cloud-borne and interstitial aerosol mass,
aggregation and accretion processes are not explicitly treated at the level of individual
hydrometeors, meaning we do not simulate the distribution of aerosol number concentrations within the precipitating hydrometeors, which can influence total absorption
(Sect. 3.5). Furthermore, because these models do not resolve the isolated size distribution of BC, we assume different fixed size distributions of deposited BC in sensitivity
studies designed to bracket the influence of BC size distribution.
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where Db,i and Db,e are the deposition fluxes of within-hydrometeor and interstitial BC,
Si and Se are the meltwater scavenging efficiencies for internal and external BC, and
Qmlt , Qsub , Qfrz are, respectively, the (positive) mass fluxes of meltwater out of the
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Using deposition fields from MAM7-CAM5, IMPACT-AM3, and IMPACT-CAM5, we
conduct a series of sensitivity studies with CLM and CICE to quantify the increase in
radiative forcing from internally-mixed BC in ice (results shown in Table 1). These simulations are forced with 1999–2004 atmospheric conditions, and the first year is excluded
from analysis. Control simulations apply identical optical properties to internal and external BC, whereas paired experiments apply more absorptive properties to internal
BC. We run simulations with fixed BC effective radii of 50, 100, 150, and 250 µm, and
with four configurations of post-depositional snow processes, labeled “Rslow”, “Rfast”,
“Rfast+sub”, and “Rfast+sub+frz”. The Rslow simulations apply meltwater scavenging
efficiencies used previously (Flanner et al., 2007, 2009): 0.03 for external BC (analogous to hydrophobic BC) and 0.2 for internal BC (analogous to hydrophilic BC). The
Rfast parameters are 0.03 and 1.0, respectively, representing 5-fold more efficient removal of internal BC with meltwater than Rslow. (A scavenging efficiency of 1 means
that the mass fraction of BC removed from a layer equals the mass fraction of ice removed via meltwater). The Rfast+sub simulation applies Rfast scavenging parameters,
and also assumes that bulk sublimation from the snowpack transfers a proportional
mass of surface-layer BC from the internal to external state. Finally, Rfast+sub+frz includes the additional assumption that freezing of liquid water excludes internal BC from
the newly-formed ice. Thus, in the Rfast+sub+frz experiment, the time derivatives of
internal and external BC masses (mb,i and mb,e ) in the surface snow layer with mass
ms are:
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layer, ice loss via sublimation to the atmosphere, and liquid water freezing within the
layer. Because only the land model treats multi-layer, multi-phase snow processes,
experiments Rfast+sub and Rfast+sub+frz were only conducted with CLM. For consistency, we report all forcing enhancements with respect to globally-averaged land
snow forcings.
BC is radiatively passive in these simulations, so that differences in forcing are not
caused by differences in snow state or climate. Results are reported for each experiment as the relative increase in forcing with respect to its paired control. We calculate
radiative forcing each timestep as the instantaneous difference in absorbed surface
energy with and without BC.

3.1 Inferred BC and ice grain number concentrations
|
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We begin by considering the implications of measured particle sizes and BC concentrations in snow for inclusion number concentrations. Measurements of freshly combusted BC number-median radius (rn ) are typically in the range of 5–100 nm, whereas
aged plumes show rn of 50–250 nm (Bond et al., 2006a, Tables 3 and 4). Sources
like cooking stoves can generate larger BC particles with rn up to 500 nm. For lognormal size distributions with σg = 2.0 these ranges of rn correspond to volume-mean
radii of 10–1000 nm. Effective radii of snow grains, on the other hand, range from
roughly 30–2000 µm (e.g., Wiscombe and Warren, 1980; Painter et al., 2003). The
effective radius describes a distribution of spheres that has the same specific surface
area as the ice crystals, enabling accurate radiative representation of the snow scattering and absorption (e.g., Wiscombe and Warren, 1980), but describes a volume that
is much smaller than that of actual (aspherical) snow grains. The volume-equivalent
sphere radius for various cylinders and hexagonal prisms that resemble atmospheric
and snowpack crystals is 1.2–5 times larger than the effective radius (e.g., Grenfell
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and Warren, 1999; Neshyba et al., 2003; Grenfell et al., 2005). Considering these size
−18
ranges, the volume ratio of individual BC and ice particles could range from 10
to
−5
2 × 10 . Considering more realistic ranges of volume-equivalent radii (20–200 nm for
BC and 200–2000 µm for snow grains), the single-particle BC/ice volume ratio ranges
from 10−15 to 10−9 . Measured mass concentrations of BC within snowpack range
−1
from 0.1–1500 ng g , where the lowest and highest values are found, respectively, in
Antarctica (Warren and Clarke, 1990) and continental areas like China (Huang et al.,
2011). Bulk volume concentrations are lower than these mass concentrations by a
factor of 1–2 because of differences in density. Comparing these ranges of bulk and
single-particle volume fractions, we conclude that snowpacks have, on average, between 0.05 and 109 BC particles for each ice grain. Therefore, ice grains containing
BC are likely to host numerous inclusions. Supporting evidence for this comes from
micrographs of rimed snow crystals containing several thousand inclusions suspected
to be black carbon (Magono et al., 1979).

|

25

n = 2.0248 + 0.1263logλ + 0.027log2 λ + 0.0417log3 λ

(13)

k = 0.7779 + 0.1213logλ + 0.2309log2 λ − 0.01log3 λ

(14)
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We apply spectrally-varying ice refractive index data from Warren and Brandt (2008)
and BC refractive indices from Chang and Charalampopoulos (1990), modified to
achieve a value of m = 1.95 + 0.79 i at λ = 550 nm, which is on the absorptive end of
recommendations from a comprehensive review (Bond and Bergstrom, 2006). This
modification was achieved by altering the linear offset term in the empirical functions
listed by Chang and Charalampopoulos (1990), and allows us to retain realistic spectral variation in BC optical properties while matching contemporary recommendations
(Bond and Bergstrom, 2006). The real (n) and imaginary (k) BC refractive indices are
thus calculated in terms of wavelength (λ, in microns) as:
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Before proceeding to the DEMA, we explore the utility of the coated-sphere model (e.g.,
Toon and Ackerman, 1981; Bohren and Huffman, 1983). This model has been applied
widely to atmospheric aerosols that have thin coatings. Jacobson (2004) also applied
this model to treat BC within snow grains, but acknowledged that snow is ideally treated
as ice grains containing multiple BC inclusions and that solitary BC inclusions need to
be unrealistically large to account for sufficient internal mass. To reduce computational
time, Jacobson (2004) assumed a constant BC core radius of 133 nm, representative of
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We assume a BC density of 1270 kg m to achieve a value of kbc,ext = 7.5 m g
at 550 nm, which is also recommended by Bond and Bergstrom (2006). This choice
was derived from Mie calculations applying the refractive indices described above and
a BC size distribution with number-median radius of 40 nm (effective radius of 95 nm),
which is applied in MAM7-CAM5 for freshly-emitted BC (X. Liu et al., 2011). This relatively low BC density accounts for air voids and agglomeration of soot spherules, the
latter of which can increase specific absorption by up to 30 % relative to unagglomerated spheres used with Mie Theory (Fuller et al., 1999). Although the assumed BC
density has a strong influence on kbc (and hence radiative forcing), it has no bearing
on the absorption enhancement (Eq. 10), which is determined by volume fraction, size
distributions, and refractive index, and which is the focus of this paper.
Initially, we study particle absorption at a single wavelength. We choose λ = 460 nm
because this is the spectral region of maximum change in snowpack absorption caused
by modest amounts (10–100 ng g−1 ) of BC in snow. We determined this using a column
snow radiation model (Flanner et al., 2007, available at: http://snow.engin.umich.edu/)
and updated ice optical properties from Warren and Brandt (2008). In the blue spectrum, very weak absorption by ice combines with strong downwelling spectral irradiance to produce this maximum sensitivity. The 460 nm BC and ice refractive indices
are, respectively, 1.92 + 0.83 i and 1.32 + 1.33 × 10−10 i .
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aged coagulated BC. Based on arguments presented above, we also conclude that internal BC mass should be treated as multiple inclusions within ice grains. If, however,
internally-mixed BC does characteristically exist as single particles within ice grains,
then the internal mass of BC is likely too small to significantly impact snow radiative
transfer. In either case, the utility of the coated-sphere model is marginalized. Nonetheless, solitary BC inclusions may be pervasive in ice crystals (if not comprising a large
mass fraction of the total BC) because of atmospheric phenomenon like the BergeronFindeisen process. Hence, we briefly consider optical effects associated with solitary
BC inclusions in large ice spheres.
Figure 2 shows the 460 nm kbc,int (calculated with Eq. 8) of individual BC inclusions
residing within individual ice grains. Figure 2 shows that: (1) the BC radius where
kbc,ext peaks is 65 nm, slightly larger than the radius where 550 nm kbc,ext peaks (Bond
and Bergstrom, 2006); (2) the BC radius of peak absorption becomes smaller when it
resides within a large ice sphere; (3) for BC radii greater than about 100 nm, the enhancement ratio (kbc,int /kbc,ext ) is nearly independent of ice radius, and averages about
1.6; and (4) large enhancement ratios (>3) occur within a limited domain of small
BC size (r < 50 nm) and intermediate ice size (∼200–300 µm). Thus, the enhancement
ratio does not change monotonically with ice grain size. The coated-sphere approximation cannot be applied to large absorbing particles, or specifically in conditions where
the product of the size parameter and the imaginary component of the refractive index
exceeds about 30 (Bohren and Huffman, 1983). For the parameters considered here,
however, this criteria would only be violated for BC radii greater than ∼3 µm.
For comparison, a curve showing the enhancement caused by a sulfate coating with
radius 1.67 times larger than the BC radius is also included in Fig. 2. This configuration was applied to hydrophilic BC by Flanner et al. (2007), producing an absorption
enhancement of 50 % at 550 nm (Bond et al., 2006a), and a slightly thicker sulfate shell
was applied by Aoki et al. (2011). Figure 2 shows that the sulfate enhancement is less
than that caused by ice for BC radii less than 70 nm, and similar to the ice enhancement at larger BC radii, in spite of the shell thickness being several orders of magnitude
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Next we explore absorption by BC/ice composites modeled with the DEMA (Stroud
and Pan, 1978; Chýlek and Srivastava, 1983; Chýlek et al., 1983), which includes
the influence of internally-mixed inclusion (BC) size distributions (Eq. 4). Figure 3
shows kbc,ext and kbc,int as a function of BC radius, for different BC volume fractions
(V ) and ice effective radii. Curves are shown for both monodisperse and lognormal
BC size distributions, which are expressed with effective radius and have σg = 1.8 for
consistency with global studies discussed next.
Several features are apparent in Fig. 3. As seen earlier, kbc,ext peaks at small particle
sizes (effective radius of ∼40 nm) and diminishes with large BC radii. More importantly,
we see that kbc,int depends very little on either volume fraction or ice effective radius
for V less than ∼10−5 . Volume fractions between 10−11 and 10−7 are represented with
a single curve in Fig. 3 because kbc,int differences are indistinguishable in this domain.
This is important because all field measurements of bulk BC/snow mass concentrations
−5
are smaller than 10 (e.g., Clarke and Noone, 1985; Warren and Clarke, 1990; Doherty et al., 2010; Huang et al., 2011), implying that volume fraction might be justifiably
neglected in parameterizations of kbc,int for BC in snow. Individual ice grains may, however, contain much larger BC volume fractions than the mean snowpack concentration,
a point we soon re-visit. kbc,int begins to decrease at larger volume fractions (Chýlek
et al., 1983). Figure 3 shows that the dependency on V is intertwined with ice grain
2078
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smaller. For BC radii between 25 and 100 nm, the sulfate enhancement ratio is 1.4–
1.6, similar to the 1.5-fold enhancement resulting from the BC size distribution applied
previously (Flanner et al., 2007). It appears unrealistic, though, to assume that BC
particles remain sulfate-coated within the snowpack because hydrophilic BC often exists, shortly before being deposited to the surface, within liquid hydrometeors where
the sulfate coating presumably dissolves. Because sulfate has a larger real refractive
index than ice and is weakly absorbing, a sulfate coating of equal thickness produces
greater absorption enhancement than ice (e.g., Fuller et al., 1999).
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size, with larger grains facilitating a larger reduction in kbc,int with increasing V , and one
that becomes apparent at smaller V . With an ice effective radius ri = 50 µm, kbc,int is
−5
virtually indistinguishable for all V < 10 , whereas with ri = 2000 µm reduction in kbc,int
−5
is evident at V = 10 . Very large volume fractions can actually produce kbc,int < kbc,ext
(Fig. 3c), which is a consequence of the “screening effect” of a large volume of BC
particles packed into a single ice grain (Chýlek et al., 1983). This effect also appears
in the Bruggeman and Maxwell-Garnett approximations, and is manifested as a sublinear increase in kbi with increasing imaginary refractive index, which increases nearly
proportionately with increasing BC volume fraction between V = 10−8 and V = 10−4 .
The relationship between kbi and the composite refractive index also clearly depends
on BC particle size.
In all cases, as BC particle size approaches zero, kbc,int approaches values predicted
with the Bruggeman mixing approximation, as shown with dashed lines in Fig. 3. This is
an analytical feature of the DEMA (Chýlek et al., 1984). We also note that by subtracting the pure ice absorption in our definition of kbc,int (Eq. 8), we eliminate the “artificial”
absorption enhancement at V < 10−7 that was noted by Chýlek et al. (1983). Because
BC (visible) absorption begins to dominate ice absorption at volume fractions greater
−7
than 10 , Eq. (8) can be accurately approximated in this domain as: kbc,int ≈ σbi /mbc .
Figure 4 shows the enhancement ratio (Eq. 10) over different domains of V , ice
radius, and BC effective radius, using the same data depicted in Fig. 3. The enhancement ratio is largest with large BC particle sizes and small volume fractions, exceeding
2 over much of this domain. The enhancement depends very weakly on ice grain
−5
size (top panel) and BC volume fraction when V < 10 . At large volume fractions,
the screening effect reduces enhancement. Because kbc,ext is smallest with larger
BC sizes (Fig. 3), the large enhancement ratios in this domain are less relevant (i.e.,
they do not translate into large changes in radiative forcing). For a situation that we
might expect to find in remote snowpack, with BC effective radius of 100 nm, ice ef−8
fective grain size of 200 µm, and bulk BC volume fraction of 10 , the enhancement
ratio would be 1.94. For this situation, the Bruggeman approximation, representing
2079
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The previous discussion assumes that the internally-mixed BC is distributed evenly
with ice mass (i.e., the inclusion volume fraction is assumed to be identical in all ice
grains). Figures 3 and 4, however, show a smaller enhancement at larger volume fractions. Here, we briefly consider the consequences of uneven distributions of internal
BC volume. Given a bulk volume fraction (V ) of internally-mixed BC (a quantity which
might, in theory, be measured), we distribute the internal BC according to lognormal
distributions of volume fraction within the ice grains while conserving V . We first consider an extreme example: an ice radius of 2000 µm, an inclusion (BC) effective radius
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infinitesimally small inclusions, provides an enhancement ratio of 2.2. However, the
Bruggeman enhancement ratio is somewhat ill-defined because kbc,ext depends on BC
particle size whereas kbc,int does not. For the volume fraction and ice grain size cited
above, the coated-sphere model produces smaller kbc,int because it requires a very
large BC particle (although the DEMA generally produces larger enhancement ratios
than the coated-sphere model for solitary BC inclusions larger than 100 nm). Over most
of the parameter space relevant to global BC/snow forcing the DEMA enhancement ratio falls into a relatively narrow range of 1.8–2.1. Similarly, Liou et al. (2011) calculated
a 1.9-fold increase in co-single-scatter albedo for solitary BC inclusions residing in large
ice particles. Encouragingly, this enhancement was nearly identical for BC inclusions in
spheres, hexagonal plates, and rough-surface plates (their Fig. 7), suggesting that the
absorption enhancement caused by randomly located BC inclusions may be relatively
insensitive to the ice shape. Very small BC particles, however, caused slightly greater
absorption enhancement in spheres than plates. In snowpack, external BC particles
are in contact with ice grains, rather than in a purely suspended interstitial state. Optical studies of BC particles attached to the outside of sulfate aerosols (“quasi-external
mixtures”) show virtually no absorption enhancement (Liou et al., 2011), or small enhancements of 0–38 % (Fuller et al., 1999) depending on inclusion and host sizes and
refractive indices.
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of 50 nm, and a bulk BC volume concentration of 1 × 10 , which would correspond to
a mass mixing ratio somewhat larger than 1000 ng g−1 , or larger than that measured
nearly anywhere on Earth. Figure 3c suggests that this scenario might yield absorption that is sensitive to the assumed volume fraction distribution. Figure 5 shows, for
this scenario, the enhancement ratio as a function of volume fraction (left axis), and
three different lognormal distributions of volume fraction which all have the same bulk
volume fraction of 1 × 10−6 . A distribution with σg = 3.0 is extremely broad and encroaches somewhat into the V domain of diminishing enhancement, but it also peaks
at smaller volume fraction than the more narrow distributions. Therefore, the spread in
mean enhancement ratio for the three distributions depicted in Fig. 5 is only 0.004. Of
course one can imagine other distributions of internal BC volume, e.g., bimodal distributions with a few ice grains containing very large amounts of BC and others containing
no or little BC. Such a distribution might be found where snow contains a mixture of
crystals containing solitary BC inclusions because they were formed in the atmosphere
through the Bergeron-Findeisen process (these crystals may resemble diamond dust),
and other crystals contain numerous inclusions because they were formed through aggregation and accretion of small ice crystals or through riming. In these cases, the
mean enhancement ratio could be much lower. But for lognormal distributions of volume fraction, the relative amount of internally- and externally-mixed BC is much more
important in determining kbc than the distribution of BC volume fraction within the ice
grains, owing to the weak dependence of absorption enhancement on volume fraction
at low V .
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We now evaluate the influence of BC/ice mixing state on snow albedo. With greater
specific absorption (kbc ), we obviously expect BC within ice to cause a greater reduction in snow albedo, but we also seek to identify whether internal and external BC
mixtures of equal specific absorption have similar influence on snow albedo. One way
to visualize this is to examine albedo reduction as a function of kbc for different mixing
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states (Fig. 6). To explore this, we apply the SNICAR two-stream model (Flanner et al.,
2007, 2009) to calculate snow albedo in 470 spectral bands from 0.3–5.0 µm. In previous studies we treated the snowpack as an externally-mixed collection of ice grains,
BC, and sulfate-coated BC, with the bulk single-scatter albedo weighted by each constituent’s extinction optical depth, and the bulk asymmetry parameter weighted by each
constituent’s extinction optical depth and single-scatter albedo. Here, we incorporate
additional BC/ice composite species into the model, with dielectric properties derived
from the DEMA and Mie properties, dependent on ice effective radius, BC volume fraction, and BC particle size distribution within the ice grains.
Figure 6 shows the spectrally-integrated (0.3–5.0 µm) snow albedo reduction as a
function of visible-band (0.3–0.7 µm) kbc for external and internal BC mixtures with different ice effective radii and BC mass concentrations. Albedo and kbc are both weighted
by the same spectral distribution of surface downwelling flux, which is typical of a midlatitude winter clear-sky atmosphere. For internal BC, kbc was calculated using Eq. (8)
and was varied by altering the size distribution of BC from 50–500 nm, with the smallest
particles producing the largest kbc (Fig. 3).
Several points are worth noting. The albedo reduction (and hence radiative forcing)
is nearly linear with increasing kbc at very low BC concentrations and low kbc values,
but becomes more logarithmic with kbc at higher BC concentrations and higher kbc .
This is a consequence of absorption saturation, and is a feature of all radiative forcing
agents. Second, as noted previously (Warren and Wiscombe, 1980; Flanner et al.,
2007), the albedo reduction caused by a given mass of BC increases with increasing
grain size. Third, the albedo reduction is very similar for a given kbc , ice effective radius and BC mass concentration, regardless of the BC/ice mixing state. There is some
deviation at high kbc and high BC concentrations (Fig. 6c), where internal BC/ice composites absorb slightly more solar energy than external mixtures with equal kbc . This is
partially a consequence of the arbitrary use of 0.3–0.7 µm average kbc as the independent variable. The bulk absorption efficiency of BC in snow is spectrally-dependent,
with maximum efficiency occurring where ice absorbs most weakly in the blue and
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UV-A portions of the spectrum, and thus spectral variations in optical properties could
produce equal 0.3–0.7 µm kbc but unequal absorption. A second cause of the larger
albedo reduction with internal BC is that ice crystals containing BC scatter radiation
slightly more strongly in the forward direction than external mixtures of ice and BC,
which enables BC at greater snowpack depth to contribute to absorption and albedo
reduction. The 500 nm bulk asymmetry parameters for a situation with re = 1000 µm
and BC mass concentration of 1000 ng g−1 are 0.890 and 0.893 for, respectively, externally and internally-mixed BC. The asymmetry parameters for randomly-oriented
hexagonal columns (Macke et al., 1996) and densely-packed composites (Mishchenko
and Macke, 1997) also increase (more substantially) with soot inclusions, although the
influence of inclusions on bulk asymmetry parameter appears generally small compared with that of the crystal habit (e.g., Liou et al., 2011).
With some exceptions, the albedo reduction is relatively insensitive to mixing state for
equal values of visible-band kbc,ext and kbc,int . This opens the door for a simplified treatment of internal BC/ice mixing within climate models. Full treatment of internal mixing
with ice would require the addition of a large number of BC/ice composite species,
causing an impractical increase in computational expense. Our approach is therefore
to apply enhancement ratios (Eq. 10) to visible-band kbc for the internal BC mass.
Thus, the online radiation model represents snow as an externally-mixed collection of
ice grains, interstitial BC and (one species of) internal BC. The value of kbc applied to
the internal BC depends on the BC and ice effective radii, and is retrieved from a lookup
table created from offline DEMA and Mie calculations. Given the insensitivity of kbc,int to
BC volume fraction (Fig. 4), we chose to exclude V as a dimension in the lookup table
and fix it at 10−8 . The dependence of kbc,int on ice effective radius is also weak, but it
is important to remember that albedo reduction from BC depends strongly on ice grain
size, a consequence of multiple scattering and the depth profile of light penetration. In
the studies described next, BC effective radius is held constant, whereas ice effective
radius evolves based on the local snow state (Flanner and Zender, 2006; Oleson et al.,
2010).
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We now apply three global aerosol simulations (MAM7-CAM5, IMPACT-AM3, and
IMPACT-CAM5) to quantify the proportion of BC deposition to snow occurring within
hydrometeors, and subsequent influences on radiative forcing. Both MAM7 and IMPACT represent a variety of aerosol and aerosol-cloud interactions, described in Sect. 2
and depicted in Fig. 1. The primary mechanisms by which BC enters into hydrometeors depositing to snowpack are through accumulation mode activation, followed by
freezing of supercooled droplets through riming or heterogeneous ice nucleation and
aggregation/accretion of ice crystals. In MAM7-CAM5, only 2 % of the global atmospheric BC burden resides within cloud hydrometeors, implying that the increase in
direct forcing due to cloud-borne BC is very small. Chuang et al. (2002) and Jacobson
(2006) reached similar conclusions after applying, respectively, the Maxwell-Garnett
approximation and DEMA to cloud-borne BC, but responses of cloud, precipitation,
and water vapor to the enhanced absorption can amplify its influence on tropospheric
temperatures (Jacobson, 2006, 2010). Once BC enters into hydrometeors, however, it
is much more susceptible to deposition via precipitation processes. Thus, the withinhydrometeor BC deposition fraction is much larger than the cloud-borne burden fraction, carrying important implications for BC/snow forcing.
Figure 7 shows the annual-mean BC deposition in all three models and the fraction
of deposition over snow and sea-ice that occurs within precipitation hydrometeors. This
fraction is averaged temporally (monthly-resolution) only over gridcells with more than
50% snow or sea-ice coverage. All three models show similar patterns of large total
deposition near fossil and biomass sources. Both IMPACT models produce more deposition over the Arctic, but also apply higher BC emissions. Global BC emissions used
in MAM7 and IMPACT were 7.7 and 10.5 Tg yr−1 , respectively. We note again that
the version of MAM7-CAM5 used here includes two parameter changes which slow
BC aging and increase the amount of BC advected to remote regions like the Arctic
(X. Liu et al., 2011). It is also of interest that IMPACT-CAM5 simulates larger Arctic
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BC burdens but smaller Arctic BC deposition than IMPACT-AM3 (Zhou et al., 2012),
demonstrating the importance of meteorology (relative to microphysics) for BC deposition in remote regions. Averaged spatially and temporally over snow and sea-ice, the
fractions of BC deposition occurring within hydrometeors in MAM7-CAM5, IMPACTAM3, and IMPACT-CAM5 are, respectively, 83 %, 77 %, and 71 %. Over land-based
snow, MAM7 simulates a higher internal deposition fraction than both IMPACT models,
but over sea-ice IMPACT gives a higher fraction. This is caused by a combination of
differences in model stratiform precipitation and aerosol processes.
Figures 8 and 9 show the annual-mean BC concentrations and internally-mixed BC
fractions in surface snow and sea-ice, as simulated within the CLM and CICE models
driven with deposition fields described above. These simulations all apply Rslow (inefficient removal) meltwater scavenging parameters. IMPACT deposition produces larger
snowpack BC concentrations over high-latitude Eurasia, Greenland, and the Barents
Sea. The global fractions of internally-mixed BC in surface snow (with Rslow physics)
are 72 %, 72 % and 65 % in MAM7-CAM5, IMPACT-AM3, and IMPACT-CAM5. Despite these similarities, IMPACT produces a higher fraction of internal BC over sea-ice
whereas MAM7 produces more internal BC in land snow (Figs. 8 and 9). These fractions are smaller than the internal deposition fractions because internal BC is preferentially removed from snowpack with meltwater, owing to its higher scavenging efficiency
(Eqs. 11–12). The spatial patterns of internal BC fraction, however, broadly resemble those of the internal deposition fractions, which are smallest in IMPACT-CAM5. In
the sensitivity studies discussed next, internal BC fractions exhibit much greater range
(32–73 %) due to different post-depositional transfer mechanisms.
We now look at the enhancement in BC/snow radiative forcing caused by internal
BC/ice mixing. Global annual-mean land snow forcing enhancements are listed in Table 1. Control simulations apply external BC optical properties to all BC, whereas
experiments apply enhancement ratios to kbc of internal BC. In the controls (not
shown), forcing decreases with increasing BC effective radius because of decreasing kbc (Fig. 3), with 250 nm BC producing about 57 % smaller forcing than 50 nm BC.
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The experiments have 34–86 % larger radiative forcing than their respective controls.
The enhancement increases with increasing BC effective radius, as expected from offline calculations (Fig. 4). With a 100 nm BC effective radius, The MAM7-CAM5 Rslow,
Rfast, Rfast+sub and Rfast+sub+frz experiments produce 66 %, 63 %, 56 %, and 45 %
larger forcings than their respective controls, with decreasing enhancement caused by
more efficient removal or transfer of internal BC through meltwater scavenging, sublimation, and freezing of liquid water. The effects of these post-depositional processes
on internal BC mass fractions are depicted in Fig. 10, which shows substantial influence over most continental snowpack, but very little influence over Antarctica and
central Greenland, where melt rarely occurs and only sublimation reduces the internal BC mass. Freezing (Rfast+sub+frz) and sublimation (Rfast+sub) produce the
largest incremental decreases in forcing enhancement. The influence of these processes, however, is intertwined with that of meltwater scavenging. The Rfast+sub
and Rfast+sub+frz controls have slightly larger forcings than Rfast controls because
they produce a larger fraction of external BC in surface snow, subjecting less BC to
efficient meltwater scavenging. The IMPACT experiments (especially IMPACT-CAM5)
produce smaller enhancements than identical MAM7-CAM5 experiments because of
smaller within-hydrometeor deposition fraction over snow surfaces (Fig. 7). Overall
these snowpack experiments produce 17–28 % variation in enhancement, depending
on the model and BC particle size. Furthermore, larger variation in enhancement with
larger BC effective radius is offset by smaller forcing with larger effective radius.
These studies assume different globally uniform BC size distributions to help bracket
the uncertainty associated with BC particle size. In MAM7-CAM5, freshly-emitted BC
has an effective radius of 95 nm (number median radius of 40 nm) (X. Liu et al., 2011),
which is consistent with biomass sources. In IMPACT, fossil/biofuel and open biomass
BC are emitted with effective radii of 96 and 104 nm (number median radii of 48 and
78 nm), respectively, which both result from the superimposition of three measured lognormal modes from different combustion sources (Penner et al., 1998; Liu et al., 2005).
Some fossil sources have smaller effective radii on the order of 40 nm (e.g., Bond
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et al., 2006a). Aerosol size distributions evolve in both models due to coagulation and
condensation of different species. It is reasonable to assume that most soluble mass
separates from BC within cloud droplets, so that the size distributions of deposited BC
particles are similar to, or slightly larger than, the emitted size distributions, with coagulation between BC particles increasing the size distribution of deposited particles
in some circumstances. We therefore take 100 nm as the most consistent effective radius of deposited BC with both atmospheric model representations, and suggest 50 nm
might be more appropriate for some fossil sources. For these two effective radii and
three deposition fields, the range of global BC/snow radiative forcing in cases Rslow
and Rfast is 0.019–0.033 W m−2 . These forcings are smaller than previous estimates
(Flanner et al., 2007, 2009), demonstrating the importance of other factors. Reasons
why forcing is different in this study are (1) high-latitude BC deposition is smaller here
than in previous studies that applied a bulk aerosol model, (2) snow and sea-ice fields
(representing 2000–2004) were generated from offline land and sea-ice simulations
rather than coupled atmosphere-land-ocean simulations (Flanner et al., 2007, 2009),
(3) impurities in snow on sea-ice were treated with a more sophisticated representation (Holland et al., 2012; Briegleb and Light, 2007), and (4) light absorption by dust in
snow, which decreases BC forcing, was not considered by Flanner et al. (2007). The
focus of this paper, however, is on absorption enhancement caused by internal mixing,
rather than on the absolute forcing values, which are determined by many other factors.
Recent (e.g., X. Liu et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2010) and ongoing studies are evaluating the influence of physical parameterizations on simulated BC transport to remote
regions, which has an important influence on BC/snow forcing.
Finally, we emphasize that the forcing enhancement is sensitive to the fraction of BC
deposited to snow and ice within hydrometeors, and there are few direct observations
to evaluate this model-derived quantity. Cozic et al. (2007) measured cloud-borne and
interstitial BC fractions above the alpine site Jungfraujoch, finding large (60 %) cloudborne fractions in liquid clouds, but smaller fractions (5–10 %) in mixed-phase clouds.
Moreover, the cloud-borne fraction decreased with increasing ice mass fraction of the
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cloud. These observations suggest most of the BC was hydrophilic, but also that the
Bergeron-Findeisen process was active in clouds with higher ice fraction. This process
likely leads to surface deposition of ice crystals containing few internal BC particles
because crystal growth occurs through vapor transfer. Hegg et al. (2011) measured
very high BC washout ratios over Svalbard during spring, and applied multiple lines of
evidence to attribute these observations to riming in the accretion zone of mixed-phase
clouds, which are prevalent in the Arctic (e.g., Curry et al., 2000). Where it occurs, riming is argued to be the most efficient scavenging mechanism for BC deposition, and
likely entrains many BC particles within individual ice hydrometeors. Measurements
at Abisko Sweden, however, show smaller washout ratios, consistent with observations of fewer rimed ice crystals at the surface (Noone and Clarke, 1988). Analysis of
decade-long measurements of carbon monoxide (CO) and aerosol absorption coefficients at Barrow and Alert indicates that removal of BC (presumably by wet scavenging)
is strongest at warm temperatures and high relative humidities (Garrett et al., 2011).
Together, these observations support a conceptual model of efficient BC scavenging
in warmer mixed-phase clouds through riming, coalescence and accretion, whereas
colder clouds with higher ice fractions experience more rigorous Bergeron-Findeisen
growth of ice hydrometeors and consequently less BC scavenging. This picture is also
supported by studies showing improved simulation of spring Arctic haze in models with
lower cloud-borne BC fractions in ice clouds (Koch et al., 2009b; J. Liu et al., 2011),
in accordance with observations (Cozic et al., 2007). Consistent with this, our simulations produce less efficient in-cloud scavenging of BC in cold regions, evidenced by
lower within-hydrometeor BC deposition fractions over central Antarctica and Greenland (Fig. 7). Measurements also show large spatial and temporal variability in deposition processes. Aircraft measurements over the Arctic during April 2008 showed
depleted BC concentrations in the boundary layer over sea-ice (Brock et al., 2011),
which together with CO and ozone measurements indicated dry deposition of surface
BC, perhaps caused by increased turbulence near sea-ice leads (Spackman et al.,
2010). These aircraft measurements also indicate very little precipitation scavenging
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below-cloud scavenging of BC by snow is typically quite small (Flossmann and Wobrock, 2010; Hegg et al., 2011; Jacobson, 2003), a feature also exhibited in our simulations.
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We briefly return to discussion of snow processes which may alter the post-depositional
proportions of internal and external BC. Freezing and sublimation have the largest influence on forcing enhancement of the sensitivity studies discussed above, reducing
the global-mean surface-layer mass of internal BC by 15–24 % (Fig. 10) and the forcing enhancement by 5–25 %, depending on BC size distribution and model. While
exclusion of internal BC from sublimating snow grains seems certain, exclusion of BC
from freezing water is much less certain. Thus, we consider the 7–16 % reduction in
forcing enhancement from freezing (Table 1) to be an upper bound on this influence.
Although the difference in removal efficiencies of internal and external BC is unknown,
comparison of the Rslow and Rfast sensitivity studies indicates that this uncertainty
may not translate into large uncertainty in forcing enhancement. Meltwater scavenging
of internal BC was 7-fold and 33-fold more efficient than of external BC in experiments
Rslow and Rfast, respectively, but enhancement (relative to paired controls) differed by
only 3–6 %. The global annual-mean surface-layer mass concentration of internal BC
was about 30 % less in Rfast than Rslow simulations, while total BC/snow forcing was
13–19 % smaller.
In addition to the post-depositional processes considered above, snow grains metamorphosize through vapor transfer, liquid processes, and sintering at grain boundaries.
Snow metamorphism itself is poorly understood, and its influence on the distribution of internally- and externally-located impurities even less so. Brandt et al. (2011)
and others suggest that metamorphism should move impurities towards grain boundaries, decreasing the proportion of internal impurities with time. This seems plausible.
Sublimation of ice grains exposes internal impurities, while vapor deposition occurs
2089
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preferentially on ice surfaces (which have much lower saturation vapor pressure than
BC), leaving impurities exposed. The sensitivity studies discussed above only consider
bulk sublimation from the snowpack and thus underestimate the influence of metamorphic processes. To explore the influence of diffusive vapor flux on BC mixing state with
snow, we apply the dry snow aging model developed by Flanner and Zender (2006).
This model simulates vapor flux among an ensemble of ice particles, accounting for
the temperature-dependent Kelvin Effect, bulk temperature gradient, and snow density. Mass fluxes to and from individual particles are calculated based on ambient pore
vapor pressure, which depends on the volume-weighted saturation vapor pressure of
the ensemble, the particle-pore spacing, and temperature gradient. Larger grains grow
at the expense of smaller ones, causing the snow specific surface area to decrease
with time. We assume that gross (metamorphic) sublimation exposes a proportional
amount of internal impurity mass, while vapor deposition occurs only on ice and therefore does not alter the internal impurity mass. With this model, we calculate first-order
gross sublimation rates ranging from 10−13 to 10−4 d−1 , with the fastest rates occurring
with high temperature and temperature gradient, broad initial size distribution, and low
snow density. Integrated over a month, however, these rates would have a negligible
influence on the BC mixing state with ice. We can achieve higher sublimation rates in
this model by assuming sub-saturated air, but relative humidity at shallow depth should
be near 100 % (with respect to ice) in the absence of air movement, and we have already accounted for the influence of bulk snow sublimation (dependent on atmospheric
relative humidity) via the sensitivity studies described above. We conclude that diffusive metamorphic processes likely occur too slowly to have a substantial impact on the
mixing state of BC during its lifetime of radiative influence. We do not, however, rule out
deficiencies in our grain diffusion model. For example, heavily-rimed ice crystals may
contain a disproportionate amount of BC in small spherules near the grain exterior,
implying a faster rate of impurity transfer to the external state than simulated here.
Other metamorphism processes are likely more important than vapor diffusion.
For example, convection and wind pumping can both transfer vapor at rates
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orders-of-magnitude faster than diffusion, exposing internal impurities at much faster
rates. Conversely, sintering appears to occur preferentially on grain boundaries where
impurities are located (Rosenthal et al., 2007), and hence this process may actually increase the proportion of internally-mixed impurities. The impurities observed
by Rosenthal et al. (2007), however, were mostly filaments that may have acted as
dopants, and did not appear to be BC particles. Developing representations for the influences of wind-pumping, convection, and sintering is beyond the scope of this study,
but these processes likely play important roles in metamorphism and determine internal impurity fraction in certain environments. Further motivation for studying these
processes comes from Brandt et al. (2011), who generated an artificial snowpack with a
known mixing ratio of BC and found that the measured spectral albedo, combined with
radiative transfer modeling, was consistent with a mass absorption cross-section of
externally-mixed BC. This was somewhat surprising because it was speculated, though
not confirmed, that the snow was created with internally-mixed BC and ice.
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We have used optical calculations, column radiation modeling, and global
aerosol/snow/climate modeling to quantify plausible ranges of the increase in solar
energy absorption associated with BC inclusions in snow grains. Applying the dynamic effective medium approximation (DEMA) (Stroud and Pan, 1978; Chýlek and
Srivastava, 1983) we showed that the 460 nm effective mass absorption cross-section
of BC increases by a factor of ∼1.8–2.1 for ranges of BC inclusion size distribution,
volume fraction, and snow effective radius expected for natural snow surfaces. BC effective radius introduces the most variability in this enhancement, and is not accounted
for with the Maxwell-Garnett and Bruggeman approximations. Various aerosol-cloud
interactions can produce multiple internal BC inclusions in precipitating ice hydrometeors, with riming likely the most efficient mechanism. We apply two state-of-the-art
aerosol-climate models to simulate global within-hydrometeor BC deposition fractions
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of 71–83 %, averaged temporally over snow and sea-ice surfaces. Considerable uncertainty remains in the parameterization of key processes, and to our knowledge there
are no measurements of the relative mass and number concentrations of BC particles
within and external to snow grains. Simple arguments considering measured BC mass
concentrations and BC/ice particle sizes demonstrate that the number of BC particles
9
per ice grain ranges from 0.05–10 . The simulated global-mean fraction of BC residing
within ice grains of surface snow is 32–73 %, smaller than the global deposition fraction
because meltwater scavenging, sublimation, and freezing of liquid water preferentially
remove internal BC or transfer it to the external state. Applying a parameterization of
the DEMA suitable for global climate models, we calculate that these internal BC concentrations increase the global BC/snow radiative forcing by 34–86 % relative to paired
control simulations that apply external optical properties to all BC. In addition to the
melt, freeze and sublimation processes we considered, snow metamorphism likely decreases the proportion of internal BC with time, but simulations with a dry snow aging
model show that curvature-driven vapor diffusion does not significantly alter this fraction
during the BC lifetime of radiative influence in snow. This modeling study demonstrates
that black carbon in snowpack absorbs substantially more solar radiation because of
its inclusion in ice grains.
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Table 1. Enhancement in BC/snow radiative forcing due to internal mixing with ice. Paired
control simulations apply external BC optical properties to all BC.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of mechanisms by which black carbon can enter into precipitating ice hydrometeors. Light blue indicates super-cooled water droplets and darker blue indicates ice.
Sizes are not drawn to scale.
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Fig. 2. The effective 460 nm mass absorption cross-section (Eq. 8) of solitary BC cores within
ice shells of different radii, as simulated with the coated-sphere approximation (Bohren and
Huffman, 1983). A curve is also shown for BC encased with a thin sulfate coating. The BC
refractive index is 1.92 + 0.83 i (Eqs. 13–14).
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Fig. 6. The broadband
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(green). Results
are
shown
for different ice effective radii (symbols) and BC mass concen0.2
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properties calculated
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Fig. 7. Annual-mean BC deposition in MAM7-CAM5, IMPACT-AM3, and IMPACT-CAM5 (top,
left to right), and the fraction of this deposition occurring within precipitating hydrometeors,
averaged temporally over areas with more than 50 % coverage of snow or sea-ice (bottom).
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Fig. 8. Annual-mean BC concentration in land-based surface snow simulated with CLM and
“Rslow” melt scavenging parameters using MAM7-CAM5, IMPACT-AM3, and IMPACT-CAM5
deposition fields (top, left to right), and the fraction of this BC mass residing within ice grains
(bottom).
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Fig. 9. Annual-mean BC concentration in the surface snow over sea-ice simulated with CICE
and “Rslow” melt scavenging parameters using MAM7-CAM5, IMPACT-AM3, and IMPACTCAM5 deposition fields (top, left to right), and the fraction of this BC mass residing within
ice grains (bottom).
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Fig. 10. Annual-mean fraction of surface snow BC mass residing within ice grains, with different
representations of snowpack processes. Experiment “Rslow” (top-left) has inefficient removal
of internal BC with meltwater, “Rfast” has efficient removal of internal BC, “Rfast+sub” transfers
a proportional amount of internal BC to the external state with bulk snow sublimation, and
“Rfast+sub+frz” also transfers internal BC to the external state with freezing of liquid water. BC
deposition fields are from simulation MAM7-CAM5.
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